Abstract-Path planning in unstructured area while dealing with narrow spaces is an area of research which is receiving extensive interest. Many existing algorithms are able to produce safe paths but the presented concepts are either not adapted to narrow spaces or they are unable to learn from the past experience to improve repeated movements from the same agent or followed trajectories by other agents. This paper introduces an original concept based on Ant-Air phenomenon for safe path planning in a cluttered environment where narrow passages are treated. The algorithm presented is able to learn from the past experience and hence improve the already generated trajectory further by using some lessons learned from the past experience. The concept is applicable in various domains such as mobile robot path planning, manipulator trajectory generation and part movement in narrow passages in real or virtual assembly/disassembly process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Safe path planning for the accessibility of parts during assembly and disassembly process is a point of interest for many researchers. Usually accessibility verification in (virtual) design process is the safe path calculation for collision free movement of (virtual) part in a (virtual) assembly [1] . Ferre et al. [2] also highlighted the path planning challenges for an object in a complex virtual environment.
Many researchers have been using different techniques to solve path planning problems in various research domains such as robotics [3] , [4] , CNC machines [5] , [6] and assembly/disassembly processes [7] . The C-space approach [8] , [9] is one of the widely used method for collision detection, which in its present form works on 2D information from a C-space map but the method proposed stuck in local minima when non-convex obstacles are concerned. A D-plan algorithm [7] is successfully applied to path planning in assembling/disassembling but narrow passages still seem to be an important challenge for many algorithms [7] - [10] .
Modern industrial robots are designed for use in assembly process, where they have to pass their robotic arm in a cluttered environment. The same is true for mobile robot path planning in an unknown (industrial) cluttered environment where a robot has to pick and place something from one place to another. A successful methods in robotic, A* approach [3] , extension of Edsger Dijkstra, determines the cost optimal path from starting position to the target location. The disadvantage of the A* approach lies in its computation time and less environmental learning capabilities.
Learning from the past experience is important to make the trajectory generation process efficient for multi-agent repeating the same track or single agent offline trajectory that needs improvement. Several past learning method exist in the literature, which can learn from the past collision queries [11] or from the previously developed improved/optimized trajectories [12] and adapt them to a new problem on-hand. Modern path planning methods should work independently from the designer and should be able to adjust their selves to the changing environment and learn from the past mistakes [13] e.g. collisions, changed cluttered environment.
The paper presents an algorithm that can adapt itself to the changed/unknown environment by learning from the past (experienced) trajectories. It helps to develop the structure of the environment for future safe movements in narrow passages which can be applied to many domains discussed above. The algorithm presented in this paper inspired from the Ant-Air phenomenon, will be applicable in areas where multi-agents are working. An agent in this case could be a robot, machine part or any mechanical object desired for safe trajectory. The first agent moving in space discovers the area and keeps record for other agents to follow. This paper introduce agent as "Ant" because of inspiration from ant phenomenon discussed in the next section. Every time a no-go-areas path value (if any) is discovered, a cluster is formed, where the following agents are advised not to go because of a trap to avoid spending much of their time with no productive work. The algorithm contribute to minimize the trajectory time while moving safely in the narrow passages exist in an assembly/disassembly process or robot moving in a cluttered environment.
II. ANT-AIR CONCEPT

A. Inspiration
Ant-Air algorithm presented in this paper is originally inspired from an Ant decision phenomenon when an external air force is applied to it while it is moving on a mission. The Ant-Air concept is the phenomenon of observed change by author in the direction of an Ant in response to an external small air blown onto it while it is moving straight on a flat surface. Suppose an Ant is moving on a plain surface and one blow some air onto it, the Ant changes its direction as long as the impulse air does not blow out the Ant as shown in Fig. 1 .
The impulse air work as an indicator providing some necessary information for the change of planned direction. This concept could be applicable where a change of direction is required. A slight impulse or information to provide intelligence needed when desired a change of direction. When a collision is expected to occur in any path planning scenarios, an impulse air should demand/propose a change in direction. This concept can be generalized into any sort of collision problem where a physical trajectory is sought. 
B. Ant-Air Algorithm
Information from the cluttered scene where an agent "Ant" i.e. a robot or assembly part has to move is taken. This information are acquired in the form of 2D maps, image of the scene or 2D CAD model data. Such information represent a map matrix showing all the information about different objects/obstacles present in the scene. The algorithm need some input trajectory starting point, provisional goal point (optional) to pick up something from and final goal point where the agent Ant has to reach for the final job/delivery.
Once the input information are provided to the algorithm as shown in Fig. 2(a) , the algorithm finds a direct short path from the initial point A to the provisional goal point B and then to the final point C. As shown, the algorithm finds a path in a cluttered environment where many obstacles (shown in grey) are present. It therefore detects the potential collisions by checking the obstacle value at the next trajectory point. In the case of collision at the next trajectory point, e.g. while reaching at point A1 in Fig. 2(b) , the next point will give a potential collision, the algorithm provides Air-impulse intelligence (alert/warning) to the agent Ant for finding a safe and efficient diversion. At each point, an agent Ant has 8 possibilities and the air impulse provided by the algorithm will force the Agent to change to a feasible direction. At point A1, the proposed concept will search for all the possibilities as shown in Fig. 2(c) , step 01. The selection of best direction is done using three criteria: 1) No obstacle present at the selected point;
2) The selected point gives the minimum distance to the next goal point (provisional/final); 3) The point is not already highlighted in buffer cluster i.e.
no-go area from past experience. At point A1, the point 5 satisfies all the three criteria and therefore is selected as a next trajectory point. Point 5 in (c) is then A2 in (b). From A2, a direct trajectory to provisional point B is not possible and therefore the same procedure is repeated to select a secure feasible direction as shown in step 02 in (c). Point 7 is selected which becomes A3 in (b) and step 3 in (c), from where a direct movement is possible to the provisional point B. Once a provisional point B is reached the same process is repeated to reach the final goal point C. Expected collision is detected at point B1 and agent Ant is diverted to the point B2 as detailed in step 4 (c). Finally a safe trajectory is obtained. Once a safe trajectory is obtained a buffer cluster of no-go area is defined from experience, where the unnecessary movement from the previous trajectory are learnt and recorded for the next agents to follow. In this concept example discussed, points A1 and B1 are determined as unnecessary points and hence no-go areas because without these points the safe trajectory is possible i.e. A-A2-A3-B-B2-C. The buffer concept is much clearly visible in large buffer areas which will be discussed with an example in the result section. The buffer/no-go area obtained is stored as a lesson learned and must be avoided unless the scene information matrix are updated and a new exploration is required.
III. RESULTS
An agent Ant is moving from the initial point 1 to a provisional point 2 to pick up something that needs to be delivered at the destination point 3 as shown in Fig. 3 . Multiple collisions are expected, if a straight line followed between these points. The scene image information and initial trajectory plus goal points are provided to the algorithm developed using Matlab and initial safe trajectory generated for this scenario is shown in Fig. 4 . The algorithm find the buffer clusters as shown in Fig. 5 and learns not repeating them. The concept then generates safe trajectory for next working agent or the same agent repeating trajectory as shown in Fig. 6 , which is the improved safe trajectory through narrow spaces by using knowledge from the past experience. The limitation of this algorithm lies in its work only for the static environment in its current form. Even though the algorithm is able to find safe path in a dynamic environment but it might not learn from the past experience because the scene information will be changing continuously.
IV. FUTURE APPLICATIONS
A. Assembling/Disassembling
Safe path generation in virtual/real assembly and disassembly process is an important area of application for the developed algorithm. Narrow spaces in CAD model will be treated for collision detection and avoidance in future using the developed approach.
B. Robot/Manipulator Path Planning
Mobile robot path planning is also an important application area for the developed algorithm. A robot should know the original map of the plant in which it is working and should be autonomous to learn from the past to decide which direction should take to avoid collisions and wasting time in the case of buffers (accidents, route blocks, crowd, inventory etc.). An active camera may be used to get information from the scene and safe and efficient trajectory can be calculated for a robot and its following other robots. The same concept can be applied into an industrial robot manipulator path planning in a quasi-static cluttered environment.
V. CONCLUSION
Path planning in a cluttered environment is an area of research which needs a generalized approach and learning. The Ant-Air phenomenon based algorithm is presented in this paper, which can detect and avoid collisions in a cluttered environment using obstacles information knowledge from the scene. The concept presented is intelligent (enough) to learn from the previous mistakes and finally improve the next trajectory trials for the next agents to follow. The algorithm finds applications in many path planning domains such as mobile robot moving in a cluttered environment, industrial manipulator working in a cluttered space and virtual or real assembly and disassembly processes.
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